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Маksimova О.B.,  Davydov V.О. 

МЕTHOD TO CONTROL THE HEAT SUPPLY SYSTEM TECHNIQUE 

STRUCTURE IN A COTTAGE  

Odessa National Polytechnic University 

 

The modern theory of systems with variable structure, as a rule, is based on 

control of the structure of control devices. When studying the problems of automation 

in heat power engineering, the authors of this paper studied a lot of references and the 

optimal control problem solving for a technical system having the control object with 

variable structure was  not found. 

 The most relevant works are devoted to different application-specific systems, 

аs well as to war systems. It goes without saying that information about such systems 

is not in free access. In addition, quality and dependability are the most important 

criteria for these systems. For sure, though the factor of efficiency is not neglected, 

the business factor is a question of minor importance when analyzing such problems. 

In this paper, the authors have proposed an optimal control method  for an usual 

domestic heat supply system having different alternative sources of heat.  Under such 

conditions the control is made exactly at the expence of heat supply system structure 

change. 

The main task of a heat supply system is to ensure the predetermined cottage air 

temperature all year long. Two gas boilers and a heat pump system were chosen as 

the sources of heat. The on-off operation for all equipment units was accepted.   

The conception that any current state of the system is considered as a vector r in 

the space (R(t), Q(t), S(t), E(t)), where R(t) is system dependability, Q(t) is control 

quality, S(t) is resources cost factor, E(t) is equipment efficiency, was proposed in 

[1]. 

 Hence, the optimal control criterion is given in the form of a functional: 
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where wr, wq, ws, we are weight factors; Rn, Qn, Sn, En is normalized  dependability, 

quality, cost and efficiency, respectively. 

Then it was accepted that a current state of the heat supply system was 

considered for equal time intervals  . It was supposed that the system structure did 

not change within the interval  . So, the result  of application of a control algorithm  

must be obtained in the form of some plan of equipment switching which corresponds 

to the optimal solution according to the appointed criterion (1). 

So called genetic algorithms were used to solve the task of equipment switching 

plan creation [2].  

The desired solution was coded in the form of genetic sequence (chromosomes). 

Taking into account that at any time moment    the system can be in any of 8 

different states determined by a combination of switched-on equipment units, each 

gene was coded by a number from 0 till 7. 

The genetic algorithm operation started with forming the initial population of 

chromosomes.   

To estimate the adaptation of a chromosome, the criterion (1) was used and the 

heat supply system operation was modelled according to the equipment switching 

plan corresponding to the chromosome, and all the necessary components were 

calculated. The condition of constance  of a most adapted chromosome during 50 

ages was the algorithm operation finishing criterion. 

Several different variants of the heat supply system operation control algorithms 

were synthesized after developing the equipment switching plan formation method. 

These variants differ in their complexity and potentiality. 

Further simulation proved comprehensive facilities of the proposed control 

method. First of all, it is possible to control technical systems by change of the 

control object structure, without  changing the control device structure. 

The synthesized control algorithms can be used for integration of enterprise 

control systems and industrial process control systems. Also it is possible to have an 
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affect on  an operating procedure on the basis of a current information about different 

resource restrictions. When using this method, the system of weight factors  which is 

included into the proposed optimal control criterion, allows us to have a flexible 

system behavior taking into account change of quantity and cost of the available 

resources. 

The proposed method limitation is necessity to have  the simulation model for a 

control object. Generally speaking, simple and adequate models can not be proposed  

for any technological process. This limitation can lead to considerable modelling 

errors as well as to a great complexity of calculation, and the proposed method is 

found to be computationally not attractive. 
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Pankova T.N. 

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS TOOLS IMPROVEMENT USING THE 

INTEGRATED ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY 

Belorassian-Russian University 

 

Since the results of the analysis using traditional methods are dozens and even 

hundreds of indicators, and the complexity of production and economic activity 
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doesn’t allow to identify from all output summarizing indicators any as the key one, 

then the problem of traditional methods of analysis improvement is reduced largely to 

the determination of the integrated assessment of economic activity. Therefore, the 

application of integrated assessment is due to the necessity of aggregation of a large 

number of financial and economic activities indicators  in order to determine one of 

them synthesizing in itself all the sides of the activity of this economic object. 

Integrated assessment in this case represents the characteristics obtained as a result 

of the simultaneous and coordinated research of a complex of indicators that 

reflect aspects of business processes, and containing general conclusions about 

the results of the production facility activities by identifying qualitative and 

quantitative differences from the base of comparison. One of the most popular 

methods of integrated economic analysis is a method of composite indicators and its 

various modifications, such as the positions amount method, the geometric 

mean method, the method of distances, methods of stochastic integrated assessment, 

which are often considered as independent in literature. Each method assumes a 

specific algorithm, but the use of a particular one to calculate the index of integrated 

assessment has certain limitations and especially because the methods 

themselves have drawbacks. Generally, the popularity of the methods of aggregates is 

determined by three circumstances, among which there are some 

disadvantages, which is presented in Table 1. 

The problems mentioned above are solved in the proposed method, which 

allows to provide a scientific justification for  an integrated assessment composition.  

 

Tab 1 

The main advantages and disadvantages of integrated assessment 

Advantages Disadvantages 

1. Easy to use, it’s enough to 

have nonspecialized mathematics courses 

knowledge 

1. No clear scientific basis for the 

indicators selection for the integrated 

assessment calculation 

2. Intuitive perspicuity of a 2. No records of the 
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calculation procedure, which is 

easily perceived by a decision maker, so 

the intermediate and final results are 

easily interpreted 

interchangeability  or complementarity 

degree of  the indicators used when 

choosing a function for the 

convolution of  particular indicators in 

summarizing 

3. High-invariance - the 

method consists of procedures that can be 

implemented in various ways, and the 

decision maker, according to the situation 

may collect a specific method 

modification from this set of various 

procedures 

3. No records of the degree of 

indicators importance. that describe the 

selected object of analysis 

 

At the same time the algorithm of realization of the proposed complex 

analysis methods is shown in Figure 1. 

The figure shows that on the first and second phases there is a formation of a 

system of indicators describing all aspects of the enterprise activities and 

calculate their values in a appropriate historical period in the form of a database. Here 

we use maximum number of indicators that characterize the objects such as fixed 

assets, human resources, labor cost,material resources, costs, production and sales, 

taxes, funds, financial results, financial condition, etc. 

On the third and fourth stages we should select the indicators that are 

most informatively describe interesting for analytics aspects of the enterprise 

activities. The selection is done using methods of natural, artificial and combined 

intelligence, as well as statistical methods and mathematical programming. 

The formation of the normalized reduced space is implemented on the fifth step. 

Normalization allows leading diverse indicators such as the rate of current assets 

coverage, equity turnover duration in days, borrowed capital profitability as a 

percentage, the level of stock supply with the sources of their formation, etc. to a 

common scale. 
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Fig 1 – Algorithm for calculating the index of integrated assessment 

 

When providing values of different size to a dimensionless interval [0, 1] a 

linear model is used, where direct and reverse valuation are applied depending on the 

direction of the indicators dynamics. Direct valuation is used when the growth rate is 

considered as a positive trend. Reverse valuation is used when the decline is a 

positive trend. 

Significance indexes of normalized indicators, and a vector of priorities are 

determined on the sixth stage using the Saaty’s method of pair comparisons. 

The calculation of the integrated assessment J is performed on the seventh and 

eighth stages. The calculation is based on the convolution function, which is selected 

1. Forming a system of economic indicators that characterize the object of 

analysis and calculation of their values 

2. Creating the correlation matrix based on the indicators, the 

most informatively describing the object of study using statistical methods 

3. Determination of the threshold value of a pair correlation index τ (tau) according to 

the Chedok’s scale 

4. Selecting the indexes to remove in order to avoid duplication of indicators 

describing same side of the object of analysis 

5. Normalization of the selected indicators to bring them into comparable form (from 0 

to 1) 

6. Filling in the matrix of pairwise comparisons using hierarchies analysis method 

7. Selecting the convolution function, depending on the interchangeability of the 

indicators 

8. Calculation of the integrated assessment index 
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depending on the substitutability and complementarity of indicators, the degree of 

their values variability (for example, the additive are used in case of high 

enough substitutability, multiplicative - if the substitutability is weak, logarithmic - in 

case of a large scatter of objects assessments). 

Thus, we get a composite indicator substantiated by the calculations of 

integrated assessment between zero to one, which would then be reviewed 

by analyst and manager of the organization. Using the transfer scale of the integrated 

assessment indicator, which is presented in table 2, we can easily determine 

the organization’s financial condition generally with the terms of «good-bad». 

Then we can construct a summary diagram of the integrated assessment by 

analyzing integrated assessment indicator over a certain period of time. 

 

Tab 2  

A transfer scale of a numerical composite indicator of integrated 

assessment into verbal value 

 

The integrated assessment can be carried out for each structural unit and 

the whole enterprise, over different periods of time, and for each object of analysis. 

The proposed method of calculating the complex indicator, thereby, can 

significantly improve the decisions validity to enhance competitive advantages and 

its effective management by: 

- integrated assessments constructions, their interpretation and factor 

analysis on a space-time basis; 

Limits of an integrated assessment 

indicator  
Verbal designation 

[0-0,25) unsatisfactorily 

[0,25-0,5) satisfactorily 

[0,5-0,75) good 

[0,75-1] excellent 
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- assessments constructions with the terms of  «good-bad», as 

more understandable for managers; 

- reducing the manager’s load; 

- reducing time spent on the analytical procedures. 

 

CID:J11202-062 

Maksimov M. V, Beglov K.V., Tsiselskaja T.A. 

REACTOR SIMULATOR WWER-1000 AS OBJECT OF CONTROL OF 

POWER 

The Odessa national polytechnic university 

 

Introduction 

The major feature of electric power consumption in system consists in non-

uniformity of daily, weekly and seasonal diagram’s of electrical loadings [1].  

In the numerous works devoted to a problem of covering variable part of 

loadings schedules [2,3,4], it is mentioned, that increase of nuclear power plant 

(NPP) stake in general rated power - demands the raised maneuverability of NPP 

equipment, i.e. work of NPP units in variable mode. 

For power units character of parameters change in working environments around 

circuit (pressure, temperature, flux) is important at power change of NPP in static 

operating modes (control program). 

The choice of control program (CP) depends on many physical, constructive, 

technical and economic features of power unit and mode of its use in a power supply 

system. 

CP knowing today does not provide setting accuracy of technological 

parameters maintenance. 

Therefore new CP has been offered in [5]. It was called «compromises-

combined CP». 

Thus, there was a necessity for creation of adequate model of NPP unit for 

checking of control quality under this program. 
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1. The review of control programs by power unit 

Following CP, which are applied to power units with WWER-1000 [7], are 

known: 

- with constant medium temperature of coolant in primary circuit, 

- with constant initial pressure of steam in secondary circuit, 

- the combined program, 

- with sliding initial pressure of steam in secondary circuit. 

Each of these CP has the advantages and disadvantages. 

CP with constant medium temperature of coolant in primary circuit has 

following advantages: 

- favorable requirements for operation of the primary circuit equipment, 

- possibility of reactor control by the temperature effect of reactivity that allows 

to influence underloadly regulation bodies (RB) of control and protection system 

(CPS), providing stability of an energy release field.  

Disadvantages:  

- increase of steam pressure in secondary circuit when power of NPP unit was 

decreasing that demands designing of steam generators and main steam lines for 

operation with the pressure exceeding the nominal. 

Advantages of CP with constant initial pressure of steam in the secondary 

circuit: 

- optimal requirements for operation by steam generating equipment of a 

secondary circuit, 

- possibility to use at rated mode higher parameters of steam in front of the 

turbine.  

Disadvantages:  

- owing to variability of medium temperature of the coolant in the primary 

circuit the pressurizer of the incremented sizes is required, 

- the raised temperature tension in reactor vessel, and also in claddings of power 

rods, 
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- it’s necessary action to RB CPS for compensating of reactivity changes owing 

to temperature effect, that can change field of energy release in reactor core (RC). 

Advantages of combined CP: 

- when NPP unit is maneuvered, medium temperature of the coolant in the 

primary circuit is constant, thus pressure of steam in the secondary circuit is in 

comprehensible borders in case of the considerable departures from rated power.  

Disadvantages: 

- in practice maintenance of constant medium temperature of the coolant in the 

primary circuit at maneuvering is inconvenient, because change of pressure in steam 

generator is limited by allowing diapason at 62-64 bar.  

Advantages of CP with sliding initial pressure of steam in the secondary circuit: 

- it’s possible to select of optimal parameters both the primary and the secondary 

circuit. 

This CP has the disadvantages describe above for CP with constant medium 

temperature of the coolant in the primary circuit and for CP with constant initial 

pressure of steam in the secondary circuit. 

Among CP, numbered above, the most preferable is considered CP with 

constant medium temperature of the coolant in the primary circuit, therefore it is put 

into practice more often. 

All CP, described above, have one common disadvantage, such as during power 

change it is difficult enough to support axial offset (AO) in the limits restricted by 

rules of procedure. One of perturbing actions on uniformity of an energy release in 

RC is water temperature at inlet to RC, therefore stabilization of this parameters is a 

requirement of energy release stability in inferior part RC and, hence, simplifications 

of AO maintenance. 

Often it is necessity for change of NPP units loading, caused nearby of the 

technological and system reasons, for example such as planned and unplanned 

reconditioning; decreasing load because of restriction on throughput capacity of 

electric main (EM) and because of dispatching restrictions on lack of demand for the 

electric power; decreasing load because of temperature of cooling water had increase, 
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diversing of steam pressure in condenser from rating value, decreasing load because 

of steam extraction for natural needs and for industrial heating. 

New CP, which was called «compromises-combined CP», has been offered in 

[7,8]. 

Its essence consists in the following. Let the power unit works on rated power, 

by means of moving of regulating group are killed xenon oscillations. It is necessary 

to decrease power of NPP unit for the coordination with the daily diagrams of power 

in an electric power system. Namely, the night minimum of a load in a system lasts 

about 9 hours. On this time interval power of the power unit should be decrease onto 

10-20 %. Quantity of decrease is restricted by rules of procedure. 

Initiating decrease in power of reactor onto 10 % is carried out by injection of 

the boron concentration. Thus the coolant temperature at inlet to the RC should be 

supported invariable by increasing pressure in main steam collector (MSC). For 

neutralization possible xenon oscillations the reactor control system supports 

optimum instantaneous AO by moving work group RB CPS [9]. 

Further power decrease occurs by poisoning xenon. Approximately through 2-3 

h power of reactor will decrease upon 10 %. Power of NPP unit is stabilized at 

necessary level by input «a pure overhead product». After maximum passage ―an 

iodic hole‖ reactor power is partially incremented owing to unpoisoning. Poisoning-

unpoisoning process lasts about 6.5 hours. 

For restoration of rated reactor power ―the pure overhead product‖ is entered 

into primary circuit with simultaneous pressure decrease in a MSC that allows 

maintaining a constant value temperature at inlet to RC. Regulating group RB CPS is 

taken from RC for maintenance of optimum instantaneous AO. When power achieve 

nominal value the automatic controller supports it at setting level. Inhibition arising 

xenon oscillations is carried out by moving of control group RB CPS. 

Advantages compromises-combined CP [5]:  

- rather small number of switching that reduces probability of erroneous 

activities of operating personnel, 
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- reduction of the expense of a pure overhead product, a boron concentration and 

other reagents, 

- reducing quantity liquid radioactive waste, 

- improvement of fuel working conditions. 

Besides, compromises-combined CP has featured above advantage CP with 

constant medium temperature of the coolant in the primary circuit. Thus, by 

supporting of steam pressure in the steam generator and MSC into procedural limits, 

it is deprived described above deficiencies, which proper CP with constant medium 

temperature of the coolant in the primary circuit. 

In practice realization of any CP is carried out by automatic controller of power 

(SCP) of NPP unit, however before to realize CP on real object it is necessary to 

check up it on model.  

Thus, there is a necessity of researching NPP unit operation by compromise-

combined CP. Therefore the aim of working is making imitating model of the power 

unit with WWER-1000, and automatic control system (ACS) the power unit is 

realizing new CP too. 

 

2. WWER-1000 power unit's model 

By working out and researching of ACS by reactor use mathematical modeling. 

For WWER-1000 the mathematical model (MM), considering all difficult dynamic 

processes, is featured by non-linear differential equations system. Often for the 

solution and researching of some engineering problems use dot model of kinetics, 

however such solution does not approach for making adequate model of the NPP unit 

because of impossibility monitoring main parameters of reactor, such as, change of 

temperature of the coolant on height RC, AO, fuel temperature (as pledge of power 

rods cladding integrity). 

Therefore it was accepted to develop the solution a model of reactor, having 

broken RC on some zones along height. 

On fig. 1 the block diagram of WWER-1000 with 8-zones model RC is shown. 
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The model of each zone has identical structure. Difference consists in 

geometrical and heat-hydraulic parameters of each zone and, accordingly, various 

static and dynamic properties of viewed sites. 

Structurally, the zone consists of nine blocks: 

– dot model of reactor kinetics, the linking density of neutrons stream with 

reactivity; 

– model of energy release in fission material, linking quantity of released energy 

as a result of fission fuel with neutron flux density; 

– model of a heat transfer in the fuel rod linking temperature of fuel with 

quantity of released energy; 

– model of convective heat exchange from fuel rod walls to the coolant; linking 

temperature of the coolant with quantity of released energy; 

– model of control group RB CPS efficiency; 

– model of influence boron concentration in the coolant to reactivity; 

– model of reactivity effect from poisoning with a xenon; 

– model of reactivity effect from fuel temperature; 

– model of reactivity effect from coolant temperature; 

Last three blocks consider effects of reactivity arising by operation of the reactor 

in energy mode. 

The reactor kinetics is featured by system from 7 differential equations 

considering 6 groups of fissioning neutrons [7]: 
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Fig. 1. WWER-1000 block diagram 

 

ef
 – aggregate share of fissioning neutrons; 

i  – share of fissioning neutrons of i–th group; 

)(tn  – neutron density; 

l  – medium lifetime of instantaneous neutrons generation; 

i  – constant value of radioactive decay of i-th group predecessors; 

iC  – effective concentration of i-th group predecessors. 

 

The energy release in reactor RC is featured by a following equation [12]: 
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zq  –linear thermal flow along fuel rod height; 
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c  –coefficient, which considering features of profiling. For WWER-1000 c

=0,842; 

rk  – heat release variation factor on radius at physical profiling. rk =1,35; 

x  – part of heat release by fuel fission in the fuel rod. In WWER-1000 in a delay 

element ~4 %, accordingly x =0,96 are released; 

z  – coordinate of a medium point of each zone; 

m  – quantity of cartridges in RC; 

H  – height RC; 

vtn  – number of fuel rods in the cartridge. 

 

Process of a heat transfer from fuel to fuel rod walls can be featured a following 

differential equation: 

out

wzct
ctpctct

tq
F

t
d

dt

F

cm











1

 (3) 

pctc
 – coefficient of heat capacity of the wall; 

ctm  – mass of cladding wall of fuel rod; 

  – convective heat exchange coefficient; 

F  – heat exchange area; 

ctt  – temperature of cladding wall of fuel rod; 

ctt  – a gain of cladding wall temperature of fuel rod; 

zq  – an energy release gain; 

out

wt  – a gain of temperature of the coolant on an exit from RC. 

 

Process of a heat transfer from a fuel rod wall to the coolant can be featured a 

following differential equation: 

in

w

pw

pw

ct

pw

out

w

out

w

pw

pww
t

cgF

cg
t

cgF

F
t

d

dt

cgF

cm





















 (4) 
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wm  – the mass of the coolant falling to one fuel rod; 

pwc
 – coefficient of a heat capacity of the coolant; 

g  – the expense of the coolant falling to one fuel rod; 

out

wt  – coolant temperature on an exit from RC; 

in

wt  – a gain of temperature of the coolant on an inlet in RC. 

 

The model of regulating group RB CPS efficiency has been gained 

observationally for the block №5 Zaporozhye nuclear power plant (NPP). The 

diagram of reactivity dependence from height of uprising group is shown on fig. 2.  

In analytical form this dependence in the best way is approximated by 

cosinusoidal dependence: 

 
cos( )cps a b c h d     

 (5) 

cps
 – the reactivity imported by regulating RB CPS ; 

a, b, c, d – the fitted coefficients; 

h – group height. 

 

Model of influence of boron concentration in the coolant to reactivity: 

At rather small (less than 6 g/kg) changes of boron concentration in circuit 

бор
 find under the formula [7]: 

 
)( )1(

1
)2(

1 CCборбор 
 (6) 

Meaning бор
 on interval [

)1(
1C , 

)2(
1C ] is determined by expression: 
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Fig. 2 Efficiency of regulating RB CPS . 
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 (7) 

where AN  – the Avogadro number; 

борA
 – nuclear mass of boron concentration; 

..нт  – coolant density; 

  – utilization factor of thermal neutrons; 

B
a  – effective section of uptake by boron; 

5
a  – effective section of uptake by 

235
U; 

..нтФ  – medium meaning of thermal neutrons stream density penetrating a boron 

in RC coolant's, cm
-1

 с
-1

; 

0
.тФ  – medium meaning of thermal neutrons stream density penetrating fuel in 

RC, cm
-1

 с
-1

; 

нтV /  – coolant volume in RC, cm
3
; 

тV  – fuel composition volume in RC, cm
3
. 
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In [12] it has been gained dependence of boric acid concentration changing in 

primary circuit coolant in case of feeding by the concentrated boric acid and a pure 

condensate. The analysis of this dependence shows, that the model can be featured 

following differential equations: 

At injection of boron concentration solution: 

33133
33

1 BOHBOH
BOH GkC

d

dC
T 

  (8) 

At injection of a pure overhead product: 

OHBOH
BOH GkC

d

dC
T 2233

33
2 

  (9) 

Where: 

33BOHC
 – boron concentration; 

21,kk
 – transfer factors; 

21 ,TT  – time constants; 

33BOHG
 – change of boric acid flow; 

OHG 2  – change of pure overhead product flow. 

Transfer factors differ in 2,5 times, and time constants – in 2 times for processes 

of injection and excretion of boron concentration from coolant. Excretion of boron 

concentration occurs longer. 

 

Model of reactivity effect from a poisoning with xenon. 

Losses of reactivity from a poisoning with xenon, at any moment are determined 

by following dependence:  

 

 
 

 tN
tN

t Xe

a

Xe

a

Xe 



5

5




 (10) 

where  

Xe

a  – microsection of thermal neutrons atoms 
135

Xe uptake; 

http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=2762843_1_2
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=2762843_1_2
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5

a  – microsection of thermal neutrons atoms 
235

U uptake; 

 tN5  – concentration of atoms 
235

U; 

 tNXe  – concentration of atoms 
135

Xe; 

Θ – an utilization factor of thermal neutrons in not poisoned reactor. 

The differential equation of changing velocity of concentration 
135

Xe can be 

featured following differential equation as a difference of two velocities increasing 

and two velocities decreasing its:  

           tNttNtNttN
dt

dN
XeXeXe

Xe

aJJfXe
Xe   5

5

 (11) 

where 

Xe
 – a specific exit of nucleus Xe, at response of fission of fuel; 

5

f
 – microsection of fission nucleus 

235
U by thermal neutrons; 

 t  – density of neutrons stream; 

J  – constant value of radioactive decay J; 

 tN J  – concentration of nucleus J; 

Xe
 – constant value of radioactive decay Xe. 

Concentration change velocity of 
135

J is difference of velocity generation 
135

J (as 

immediate fission product) and its decrease (at the expense of β-decay):  

     tNttN
dt

dN
JJfJ

J   5

5

 (12) 

where Xe
 –specific exit of nucleus J at fuel fission. 

The system of three equations (10) ÷ (12) determines dynamics of reactor 

poisoning process by xenon.  

 

Model of reactivity effects from fuel temperature and from coolant temperature. 

http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=2295476_1_2
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Quantity of changing reactor reactivity from its warming up from 20
о

С to 

medium temperature of coolant in RC Tt  was term the reactor temperature effect of 

reactivity (TER) from temperature. 

The temperature effect of reactivity is generally determined by following 

equation: 

 

    T

t

TtTt dttt
T


20



 (13) 

where 
 Tt t

 –  reactivity temperature coefficient (RTC); 

At small changing of temperatures RTC value is accepted constant, therefore 

effect of reactivity is determined by following formula: 

 
  TTtt tt  

 (14) 

However, important from the point of view operating, temperature changes of 

reactivity in working reactor also arise, as a matter of fact, at reactor power level 

changes. Therefore for operational personnel would be quite sufficient (and much 

more simple) to have only one performance characteristic of the reactor - dependence 

of reactivity from thermal power ρ = f (N
p
). Such characteristic is termed power 

effect of reactivity. 

Quantity of reactivity change which arising in reactor which warmedover to 

nominal medium temperature of coolant owing to increasing of its thermal power 

from 0 to given level N
p
 is called power effect of reactivity (PER) of the reactor at 

given power level (N
p
). 

Similarly TER, the PER is determined: 

 

   
PN

PPNPt dNNN
0



 (15) 

However, dependence ρ (N
p
) is ambiguous and changes depending on reactor 

operating conditions. This fact forces to use in physical accounts by various 
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components TER. With that end in view all WWER's TER  with high-temperature 

fuel divide on two material components - fuel TER and coolant TER. 

 

Fig. 3 The reactivity coefficient on coolant temperature 

The temperature effect of fuel is shown at temperatures of fuel essentially 

exceeding quantities of coolant medium temperatures that in conditions of real 

operation WWER takes place by reactor operation on power. Therefore to consider 

changes of reactivity caused only in fuel temperature, it is in every respect more 

convenient not as function of medium fuel temperature change (last to count uneasy 

enough), and as function of quantity power reactor change. That is as power 

reactivity changes. 

The temperature effect of coolant is shown at a warming up of coolant from 

20
о

С up to the greatest its medium temperatures. Theoretically it works irrespective 

of temperature effect of fuel if in course of a coolant warming up the medium 

temperature of fuel is maintained invariable. 

 At real operation of the reactor its activity can be tracked and fixed in the 

course of very slow warming up critical on MCLP the reactor from the alien source 

of heat. So measuring of a temperature coefficient of reactivity of the coolant is 

yielded: the warming up with velocity no more at reactor maintenance on MCLP 
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guarantees than 10oS/hour non-exceedance medium temperature of fuel over medium 

temperature of the coolant and practically zero power change of the reactor reactivity.  

Dependences TER and the PER have been gained observationally for the block 

№5 Zaporozhye NPP. Diagram’s are shown on fig. 3 and 4. 

 

Fig. 4 The net effect of reactivity (temperature and power) 

As a result of processing of diagram’s necessary meanings TER on temperature 

of coolant 
 Tt t

 and PER 
 PN N

 have been gained. Neutron-physical account of 

the reactor has been yielded for reception TER on fuel temperature and allocation of 

temperatures of fuel on fuel rod height according to which necessary meanings 

 ff t
 are determined is found. 

 

3. Simulation results. 

In terms of model described above, experiment by definition of the basic 

technological exponents has been made: 

– coolant temperatures allocation throughout RC height, 

– fuel temperatures allocation throughout RC height, 

– quantities of reactivity losses from xenon poisoning throughout RC height, 

– neutron stream allocation throughout RC height (AO), 

http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=4114906_1_2
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=2236744_1_2
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=3484878_1_2
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– boron injection/excretion influence on specified parameters allocation 

throughout RC height. 

As perturbing actions are chosen moving RB CPS to a gamut 350 – 301 sm 

(considering from bottom RC), change of boron concentration in the primary circuit 

is ±8 g/kg, departure of coolant temperature on inlet in RC is ±5ºС. 

Modelling has been spent on model with four zones. Zones are top to bottom 

considered: 350-325 sm –I zone (designated by dark blue line on diagram’s), 325-301 

sm – II zone (designated by green line on diagram’s), 301 – 175 sm – III zone 

(designated by red line on diagram’s), 175 – 0 sm –IV zone (designated by blue line 

on diagram’s). The specified numerical meanings is distance from RC bottom. 

At first on model has been submitted action guided on power reduction by 

moving RB CPS. Diagram’s of parameters departure are shown on fig. 5 a, 6 a, 7 a, 8 

a. Further on model has been submitted action guided on power magnification by 

moving RB CPS. Diagram’s of parameters departures are shown on fig. 5, 6, 7, 8. 

Actions moved at approach of erected thermal conditions (after 1 hour). 

The gained results are shown on fig 5-13. 

 

 

 а)  б) 

http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=2762843_1_2
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=2540267_1_2
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Fig 5. Coolant temperatures departure throughout RC height

 

 а)  б) 

Fig 6. Fuel temperatures departure throughout RC height 

 

 а)  б) 

Fig 7. Reactivity departure at poisoning by Xe 
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 а)  б) 

Fig 8. Departure by nominal neutron flux throughout RC height 

 

Boron injection/excretion influence on specified parameters allocation throughout 

RC: 

 

 Fig.9 Neutron flux  Fig.10 Fuel temperatures 

 

 Fig.11 Coolant temperature  Fig. 12 Reactivity at poisoning by Xe 

http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=5117726_1_2
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=2762843_1_2
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Fig.13 Total reactivity 

 

Infer:  

Presented the RC mathematical model of WWER-1000 which different from 

known in that allowing meanings gain of technological parameters’ throughout RC 

height. Namely, influence of location on neutron flux allocation throughout RC 

height and, accordingly, on fuel temperature allocation. 

By means of model the process of poisoning by xenon, with the subsequent 

occurrence xenon oscillations has been visualized for the first time. Also is 

investigated process of reactor poisoning/ unpoisoning at change of its power. From 

diagram’s its visible, that parameters departures occur preferentially in reactor upper, 

in I and II zone, there, where are moving the rods of regulating group RB CPS. 

Transient analysis is show, that change of reactor power within 10 % fuel 

temperature is declined no more than on 100ºС. With that possible warmedover the 

fuel rod because of TER at reduction of coolant temperature. Departure of reactivity 

because of poisoning by xenon is in limits, allowing to compensate its moving of 

regulating group RB CPS. 

http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=3967637_1_2
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=2007_1_2
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Further  researches is expedient to devote for making of model power unit’s 

ASC, for control system modeling for compromises-combined CP. 
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Introduction 

In the current context of changing the paradigm in the general theory of 

organizational management the staff is considered to be a major business resource 

that largely determines the success of all the company activities. The fundamental 

changes in Russia, which started in the 1990s, led to a significant transformation of 

the socio-economic relations in society. The changes have touched on all spheres of 

human activity without exception. However the changes in the economic sphere were 

the most radical and resulted in the transformation of labor relations, values and 

objectives of economic behavior, not only of individuals but also of social 

communities. The general direction of the changes has affected the development of a 

Russian model of socially oriented market economy and has set a top-priority goal to 

transform the system of labour relations. Therefore, there is a set of problems related 

to stability and adaptability, developing human resources and social and labour 

relations, conflicts in labour collectives and organizational development. 

In this regard, the problems of the identifying of labour conflicts and conflict 

management are getting the most relevant. Therefore, studying labour relations from 

a perspective of identifying the areas of possible conflicts and finding the ways of 

their preventing is of special theoretical and practical interest. 
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Current management is always associated with the resolution of various 

conflicts: interpersonal, intra and inter-organizational. Therefore, correct identifying 

and management of conflicts are an integral part of modern management behaviour. 

Nowadays managers can easily acquire the necessary knowledge and skills. 

Higher schools offer managers many educational programmes training conflict 

resolution techniques, there is a lot of practical courses enabling to improve the skills 

of behavior in conflict situations and to increase resistance to stress. However, the 

question of methodological and technological support for this area of management is 

open. 

Section 1. The evolution of academic views on conflict behavior in organizations 

Conflicts arise when people interact and intercommunicate, so conflicts have 

existed since people appeared on the earth. However, there is not a common theory of 

conflicts that explains their nature and influence on the development of collectives 

and society, but there are numerous studies of the origins, development and 

settlement of conflicts. The activities of foreign firms and the practice of local 

organizations show that modern managers need the knowledge and skills in conflict 

management and forecasting. 

Some studies consider Heraclitus to be the founder of the theory of conflict; 

there are also references to Socrates and Plato. There are also many references to 

Hegel and his law of the unity and struggle of opposites. The current theories of 

conflict originateв in the studies of German, Austrian and American social scientists 

written in the early 20
th
 century: Georg Simmel, L. Gumplowicz, D. Smalley, 

William Sumner. The most famous of them is Georg Simmel, who considered 

conflict to be a common occurrence in social life resulting from the properties of 

human nature and the inherent instinct of aggressiveness. 

Motivations of human activity are needs, interests and values. Their divergence 

or even antagonism generates contradictions and conflicts that play an important role 

in social dynamics. In the 1950 – 1960s in the West there formed a scientific field – 

Conflict Resolution Studies, although it originated in the days of Plato and Aristotle. 
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The early works on management, as a rule, emphasize the importance of the 

harmonious functioning of the organization. Intraorganizational conflicts are 

considered to be very negative. Currently, scientists working in the field of conflict 

management think that the absence of any intra-conflict is the state not only 

unattainable but also undesirable. 

The author of the manual "The concept of management" E.M. Korotkov defines 

the conflict as a confrontation of conflicting or incompatible forces. The scientists of 

Moscow State University O.S. Vikhansky and A.I. Naumov are sure that "conflict is 

caused by the fact that conscious behavior of a party (a person, group or organization 

as a whole) comes into antagonism with the interests of the others" [1]. 

V.Vesnin thinks that conflict is the collision of contrary trends in the psyche of 

individuals, relations of people, and their formal and informal associations caused by 

the difference of views, positions and interests. 

In sociology, conflict is considered to be a process of the development of 

conflict goals, relations and actions of people. It is caused by objective and subjective 

reasons, and develops in two dialectically interrelated forms: 

a) conflict psychological states; 

b) outright conflicting actions of the parties ( individuals and groups) [2, p. 

23]. 

Conflict can be defined as a disagreement of the parties, when a party tries to get 

round to way of thinking and to prevent the other party to do the same. 

Despite the diversity of the scientific schools, all of the mentioned authors agree 

that conflict is a complex joint action of at least two parties united by their 

contradiction. However, some scholars emphasize the destructive nature of the 

conflicting parties’ relationship, while the others give a more subtle interpretation. In 

our opinion, every conflict has its own definition of truth, and the multiplicity of 

scientific approaches is quite objective because of the diversity of subjects, 

motivations and forms of interaction, conditions, locations, and capabilities for 

conflict management. The nature of society and government, the system of values 

and a social structure also largely determine the content of conflict, its place and role. 
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Many scientists are working out the conflict typology. It can use different 

criteria. The most concise conflict typology based on the criteria of "type of 

participants", and "kind of structural relationship" is as follows: intrapersonal, 

interpersonal, intra-national, international conflict. However, this typology is very 

academic and difficult to be used in the case studies. A more precise typology is 

given by M. Deutsch (Table 1) [2, c. 35]. 

Tab 1  

M. Deutsche’s typology of conflicts 

The criteria for the classification of conflicts Types of conflicts 

Spheres of life and  activities of people 

political 

ideological 

financial 

trade 

customs, etc. 

Reasons 

subjective 

realistic 

unrealistic 

Subjectivity 

international  

interstate 

interfaith 

ethnic 

interpersonal 

 

The study of the conflict nature has allowed M. Deutsche to draw some 

conclusions about the nature and possible implications of conflict behavior. The main 

of them are the following: 

 the basis of most conflicts are mixed motivations, and the parties of a conflict 

have both common and conflicting interests; 

 conflict can have both constructive and destructive implications. The concept 

of "conflict" is often  negatively, as associated with psychopathology. But at the same 

time, conflict is a source of evolutionary changes, as it allows diagnosing problems 

and finding solutions; 
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 relative strength of common (cooperative) and conflicting interests and the 

way this strength is changing in a conflict situation may become the determining 

factors of the conflict development and its implications for the parties. 

A more detailed classification of conflicts was suggested by R.Darendorf. From 

his point of view, the classification criteria should include not only the object-subject 

relations, but also the possible conflict implications and the conflict behavior tactic 

used by the parties (Table 2). 

Tab 2 

R.Dahrendorf’s typology of conflict 

The criteria for the classification of conflicts Types of conflicts 

Sources of conflicts 

conflicts of interest 

conflicts of values 

identification of conflicts 

Social consequences 

successful 

unsuccessful 

constructive 

destructive 

Scale of conflict 

local 

regional 

interstate 

global 

Forms of conflict 
peaceful  

non-peaceful 

Direction 
vertical  

horizontal 

Peculiarities of the origin 
endogenous 

exogenous 

Attitude of parties to a conflict 

genuine conflict 

random (conditional) 

false 

offset 

attributed to 

latent 

Tactic of behavior 

"battle" 

"game" 

"debate" 

 

The typology of conflicts is quite important for analyzing the causes of conflicts 

in the organization, because the typology takes into account relations between key 
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actors of a conflict. Considering these relations we can name the following structural 

levels: an individual, group and nation, while considering kinds of relations we can 

name intra-and inter-system levels. The result is presented in Table 3. 

Tab 3 

The typology of conflicts 

Type of conflict 

party 

Type of relationships Level of analysis 

Intrasystem Intersystem 

Person Intrapersonal Interpersonal Psychological 

Group Intragroup Iintergroup 
Social-

psychological 

Nation Intranational International Social 

 

The arising of intrapersonal conflicts is conditioned by intrapersonal 

contradictions, such as the need to choose between two mutually exclusive options of 

actions, when each of them is equally desirable; a certain mismatch between external 

requirements and internal philosophy; mixed feeling about a situation, goals and 

means to achieve them, needs and opportunities to satisfy them; wants and 

responsibilities; different kinds of interests, etc. In general, more often we have "the 

choice in the conditions of abundance" (motivational conflict), or "choosing the less 

evil" (role conflict). 

75 - 80% of interpersonal conflicts are thought to be caused by the 

contradictions of the personal interests, although outwardly it looks like differences 

in persons’ characters, personal beliefs or moral values. These conflicts have the 

greatest difficulty for managers, because all management’s actions, regardless of 

whether they are related to the conflict or not, are analyzed in terms of the conflict. 

The conflicts between the individual and the group is mainly caused by the 

mismatch of individual and group behavioral norms, while the cause of inter-group 

conflicts is  the struggle for resources or the spheres of influence. 

The focus of our special attention is the conflicts that occur in organizations, i.e. 

organizational conflicts (in sociology they were originally called "labor disputes" and 

then "industrial conflict") [3]. Organizational conflicts are a special type of social 
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conflicts caused by specific properties of the organization, its structural features and 

interaction with other organizations. Organizational conflicts are: 

 conflict of goal-setting, when contradicting goals cause conflicting relations 

between specialized groups of employees; 

 intraorganizational conflicts are caused by the substitution of the main goals 

and have the dysfunctional nature (for example, the goal which was originally created  

by the organization may be substituted by following rules and regulations, 

maintaining order and discipline); 

 conflict between the goals of a small group of the organization leaders and 

the staff (when the formal leaders match the goals of their group against the goals of 

the organization); 

 conflict between the structural units (for example a conflict caused by limited 

resources). 

In terms of organizational levels, the conflicts can be divided into horizontal and 

vertical. The first type includes the conflicts between the different kinds of the 

organization activity, between formal and informal groups, etc. The second type is 

the conflicts between different levels of the organization hierarchy. As practice shows 

the most of conflicts, 70-80%, are the conflicts of the second type. The intertwining 

of interorganization interests leads to the fact that many conflicts are mixed, 

containing those and other elements. 

Analyzing the benefits and losses of the contradicting parties we can divide all 

conflicts into symmetrical and asymmetrical. In the first case the benefits and losses 

are distributed equally, in the second one party wins or loses much more than the 

others. 

If the parties of a conflict try to hide it from onlookers, or the conflict has not 

"brewed" yet, this fact, of course, complicates the process of the conflict managing, it 

is a latent conflict.  The other type is an open conflict. An open conflict is under the 

control of the management, so it is less destructive, while a latent conflict can 

discreetly destroy the organization, although it seems that the organization performs 

fine. 
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By their nature conflicts can be divided into objective and subjective. The first 

are caused by real problems and deficiencies arising in the course of the operation 

and development of the organization. The second are caused by the different 

individual assessments of certain events, human relations, etc. Thus, in one case, a 

conflict has an object, in the second does not have. 

The differences in views and estimates may be the object of conflict. If they are 

imaginary, and people express their equal, in fact, views in different ways, the 

conflict is not only subjective but also pointless. 

In the organization all objective conflicts associated with deficiencies in the 

organization’s performance that means objective conflicts always focus on business. 

Subjective conflicts are always emotional, and often are the results of psychological 

incompatibility, people’s unwillingness to understand one another. 

In the terms of their implications conflicts can be constructive and destructive. 

Constructive conflicts offer the ways for rational changes in the organization, result 

in eliminating the conflict object, therefore, can bring great benefits. If conflict has no 

real cause, it becomes destructive. First, it destroys the system of people relations, 

and then disorganizes the performance of the organization. 

One should have in mind that any constructive conflict, if it is not settled, 

becomes destructive. The transformation of constructive conflicts in destructive ones 

depends on the participants and the level of the conflict management. The studies 

show that the cause of arising and developing conflicts in organizations is often a 

lack of so-called "integration". 

This situation may arise if in the organization there are not any people who must 

manage conflicts. There is no "integrator" – a person who is charged with resolving 

the conflict between the structural units. 

The conflict situation may aggravate if the "integrator" has no knowledge or 

skills enough for the conflict resolution. Another reason may be lack of mechanisms 

that can be used to coordinate and integrate "the parties' interests" if necessary. In this 

case, a mechanism means formal procedures, such as meetings and conferences 

which are hold to identify problems and solve them. 
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Section 2.  The analysis of the causes of conflict behavior at industrial 

enterprises 

As part of the study conducting in 1998 – 2008 at the regional industrial 

enterprises we identified the main trends in changing of the level to proneness to 

conflict and areas of conflicts. Thus, at the beginning of the study, the performance of 

plants under the changed economic conditions resulted in increasing conflicts 

between workers, social groups and the management which were caused by the 

problems of work conditions and wages, housing, health, etc. These data were 

confirmed by the survey results. The index of satisfaction with the relations between 

the management and employees of the company was (-0.54), while 29.2% of 

respondents thought that the relations were strained, but without open conflicts, and 

23.5% of the respondents - that the relations were strained and accompanied by open 

conflicts (see Figure 1). 

 

Fig. 1 – The analysis of the relations in the enterprise groups (2000) 

 

We have also analyzed the main conflict areas in accordance with the levels of 

the management hierarchy. The main conflict area was the relations of the first level 

(typically between workers and line managers) and the index of this area was 0.45, in 

addition, the initiators of many conflicts were the managers of the allied departments 

(24% respondents). To analyze the possible conflict areas we studied the responses of 

different groups of workers. Thus, the relations between the managers and engineers 
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had the index of conflict not more than 0.2 (with a maximum of "1.0" when conflicts 

happen all the time). The relations between the management and staff had a lower 

index of conflict. 

The study conducted in 2000 showed that the most of employees of industrial 

enterprises had stereotypes of dependant economic thinking. Many employees were 

oriented not towards finding new ways of getting collective benefits, but towards 

more equitable distribution of the available resources. 

People get used to the situation, when their wealth and social position depended 

less on their work and initiative, and more on the state and its policies. The majority 

of Russian citizens had this stereotype. According to the results of the sociological 

studies conducted in this period of time at various Russian enterprises, most 

employees explained their poor social status only by the political (about 75% of 

respondents) and economic (50% of respondents) situations in Russia. At the same 

time only 20% of respondents admitted the fact of their own unreadiness for the new 

conditions of life. However, only half of them were ready to see the causes of this 

situation in themselves. 

The study conducted at the industrial enterprises at the end of the time period 

allowed us to obtain the results that describe the idea of workers about the current 

quality of their working life. The changes of a socio-economic sphere have a positive 

trend. The political situation has stabilized; there has been a steady growth in most 

sectors of the economy. 

The growth of business activity and the most of economic indexes had a positive 

impact on the socio-labour relations in the groups of the organizations. The level of 

proneness to conflict between the management and labour collectives decreased 

significantly. The growth of industrial production, search of potential reserves and 

strengthening of labour capacity were the unifying factors in the process of solving 

complex industrial problems. The general direction of the development and the 

reduction of tension at almost all levels of the management were noted in all the 

studied companies. The index of satisfaction with the relations between the 

management and employees of the enterprises was +0.55 with 19.6% (less by  9.6% 
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as compared to 2000) of the respondents said that the relations were strained, but 

without open conflicts. Only 2.1% of the respondents noted that the relations were 

strained and accompanied by open conflicts. In 2000 23.5% of respondents selected 

this answer (Fig. 2). 

 

Fig. 2 – The analysis of the relations in the enterprise groups (2008) 

 

However, it should pay a special attention to a significant change of the 

intraorganization climate. More than half of the respondents characterized the 

relations between the staff and management as positive (59.0%), while 18.2% 

believed that there have been developed the relations of mutual understanding and 

cooperation. 

Against the backdrop of the significant positive changes the key areas of 

conflicts were the same. The most conflicting were the relations between the line 

managers and workers (the index of conflict 0.21). The interference of the allied 

department heads was also often considered to be the main cause of conflicts (18% of 

respondents). 

The practical study of the scope of conflicting interests is quite a challenge. This 

fact is explained by a reluctance to publicize the possible conflicting interests of the 

parties and by fear of the parties about possible increasing confrontation. 

In 2008, we attempted to conduct a more detailed study of the conflicts at the 

organizational level. We have made the assumption that the identifying of conflicts is 
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different at various levels of organizational hierarchy. Moreover, the identifying of 

conflicts depends on gender dimensions (Table 4). 

Tab 4 

Answers to the question "How would you assess the relationship between 

the employees of your company" (engineers, workers),% 

Answers 

Engineers and 

technicians 
Workers 

M
en

’s
 

W
o

m
a
n

’s
 

T
o

ta
l 

M
en

’s
 

W
o

m
a
n

’s
 

T
o

ta
l 

1. Relationship of full 

understanding and cooperation 
12,6 16,3 14,2 27,9 27,9 26,3 

2. Balanced, stress-free relations 52,4 51,3 51,9 48,7 48,7 48,0 

3. Now answer 14,6 27,5 20,2 11,6 11,6 12,0 

4. Strained relations without open 

conflicts 
18,4 5,0 12,6 11,0 11,0 11,6 

5. Strained relations , 

accompanied by open conflicts 
1,9 0,0 1,1 0,9 0,9 2,1 

Total 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 

 

The identifying of the conflict is a very important issue, because in the result of 

strained relations the employees may suffer from job stress that decreases the 

effectiveness of professional activity. We have analyzed the main conflict areas of 

some professional groups (engineers and workers) [4]. 

It should be noted that a small number of the employees (1.1% engineers and 

technicians and 2.1% of workers) who filled in the questionnaires described the 

relations as strained and accompanied by open conflicts, 12.6% of engineers and 

technicians and 11.0% of workers said that the relations were strained but without 

open conflicts. A large number of the respondents identified the relations between the 

workers of the enterprise as balanced and stress-free (51.9% of engineers and 48.0% 

of workers). 
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The study shows that the main area of conflicts is the relations at the level of 

production units because of industrial problems. The relations between the workers of 

the enterprises are mainly characterized as balanced and stress-free. 

To assess the main conflict areas there were analyzed the responses to the 

question "How would you assess the relations between the management and 

employees in your company" (Fig. 3). 

 

Engineers and technicians  

 

Workers 

Fig. 3 – The answers to the question "How would you assess the 

relationship between the management and employees in your company" 

We have got the following answers to this question: 39.8% of the workers and 

45.4% of the engineers described the relations between the management and 

employees of the enterprise as balanced and stress-free. A relatively small number of 

the respondents 2.3% the workers and 1.1% of the engineers said that the relations 
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were strained and accompanied by open conflicts. 20.1% of the workers and 17.5% 

of the engineers described the relations as strained but without open conflicts. 

This fact indicates that the problem of possible escalation of conflicts at the 

enterprises is either ignored or given some attention to only when the situation 

becomes critical. 

The comparative analysis of the labour relations in different periods of the study 

is also of interest. As we have mentioned we have conducted case studies three times 

in 1998, 2000 and 2008. 

Analyzing the results we found a gradual decrease of the level of proneness to 

conflict in the labour collectives. If at the beginning of the study the surveyed 

employees noted the presence of acute conflicts and the index of satisfaction with the 

relations in the system "management – worker" was very low (33.1% of respondents 

described the relations as strained but without open conflicts, and 29.8% – as strained 

and accompanied by open conflicts) (Fig. 4) later the situation has changed. 

 

Fig. 4 – The analysis of the conflict behaviour in the labour collectives 

(1998, 2000 and 2008.) 
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30% of the respondents described the relations as strained, in 2008 the share of such 

estimates was only 1.6%. 

The main positive trend is the decrease of tension between the members of 

labour collectives. Since 1998 the percentage of the respondents choosing the answer 

"the relations are balanced and stress-free" has been steadily increasing. If in 1998 

only 6.3% of the respondents chose this answer, in 2008 - already 50.0%. 

The satisfaction with the relations between the management and employees 

increased significantly. In 2008 only 1.6% (less by 28.2% as compared to 1998) of 

the respondents thought that the relations were strained, but without open conflicts. A 

significant change of intraorganozation climate has taken place. We observed a 

constant improvement in relations between the management of the enterprises and 

workers. In 1998, a positive characteristic was given only by 8.4% of the 

respondents, while in 2000 – 21.5%, in 2008 – more than 70% of the respondents and 

20.3% said about the relations of mutual understanding and cooperation. 

The comparison of the data obtained in the different times allowed us to see the 

changes of the role of the most probable initiators of conflicts in labour collectives 

(Figure 5). 

 

Fig. 5 – The identifying of the most probable initiators of conflicts in the 

workplace (1998, 2000 and 2008.) 

The answers of respondents indicated that the main area of conflicts is at the 

first level of the management hierarchy (typically between the workers and line 
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managers in the divisions). In 1998, a significant number of the respondents (19.8%) 

considered the management of the enterprise to be the main initiators of conflicts. In 

2008, much less respondents considered the head of the company to be an initiator of 

conflicts was (8.3%). 

In addition, we analyzed the conflict area "a manager of a department – an 

employee" with respect to the level of effects on the labour collectives’ performance. 

The maximum index is 1 and minimum is 0. In 1998, the index of this conflict area 

was 0.45, and the initiators in many conflict cases were the managers of allied 

departments (20.5% in average for the period under study). Nevertheless, together 

with normalizing relations and reducing the level of proneness to conflict in labour 

collectives the index of this conflict area remained almost unchanged (0.41 in 2000 

and 0.56 in 2008). 

To assess other potential conflict areas we analyzed the responses of different 

groups of workers. Thus, the relations between the managers and specialists had the 

index of conflict not more than 0.2. The relations between the managers and other 

categories of employees had even a lower index of conflict. The single exception is 

1998. In this period, the index of the conflicts between the managers and employees 

of the enterprises was 0.43. 

In this context it should be noted that at the enterprises under study the work 

organization in the departments is still based on the principle of closed autonomy and 

intra-communication is not given due attention. Therefore, we can observe the 

situations of competing interaction between the departments destined to perform one 

task and achieve organizational goals. 

The additional studies have only confirmed the fact that there are not real 

"integrators" managing the development of conflict situations. The most common 

mechanism of a convergence of interests is production meetings the aim of which is a 

"convergence of interests" of the parties rather than the solution of production 

problems. The senior managers are instrumental in this. 

Therefore, it is necessary to handle arising acute situations in the collectives of 

structural units and in organizations in general. Compressed working hours at the 
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enterprises under study can lead to potential conflicts and the task of the management 

is to prevent the escalation of conflict and destructive implications of conflicts.  

Section 3. The strategies for the resolution of conflicts at the enterprise 

The resolution of conflicts at the enterprises requires studying them generally 

and narrowly. Narrow studies mean studying direct clashes between the parties, while 

general studies mean studying the development of conflict which has some stages 

including direct clashes.  

The first stage of the conflict development is the arising of a conflict situation – 

that is, contradicting positions of the parties for any reason, different goals and 

different means to achieve them, contradicting interests, desires, etc. Quite often, the 

basis of a conflict situation is objective contradictions, but sometimes it is quite a 

trifle enough, a wrong word, opinion, and the conflict can arise. 

Eventually, a conflict situation may disappear, if the object disappears, may 

transform into another, or be aggravate under the influence of the incident. The 

incident (trigger) is the intensification of a party activity aimed to the impairment of 

the other party’s interests. Conflict may arise intentionally or by force of 

circumstances. The incident is the second stage of conflict. 

The third stage of conflict is a crisis and break of relations between opponents. 

This stage consists of two phases – constructive and destructive. In the constructive 

phase there is a possibility of team work, it is possible to harmonize conflicting 

parties and come to the negotiating table. In the destructive phase any team work is 

impossible, because the conflicting parties lose self-control and need to be separated. 

The fourth phase of conflict is final. The conflict ends when the object ceases, 

because of the changed circumstances the conflict object loses its importance for 

conflicting parties. The conflict may also ends if the object comes to the possession 

of one of the conflicting parties. If we have neither of alternative finals, the conflict is 

long-running, different psychological mechanisms can turn the objective conflict into 

the subjective one. 

To resolve the conflict more effectively it is necessary to choose a strategy of 

behavior (taking in account the characters and behavior of the people involved in the 
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conflict). C. Thomas and R. Kilmeny identified five types of behavioral strategies in 

conflict situations (Fig. 6). 

 

Fig. 6 - Thomas – Kilmen table 

 

Each strategy is effective in a particular conflict situation. 

Each conflict has its reason. Nevertheless, the basis of all types of conflicts is 

the same, namely the actual situation is in contradiction with the expectations of 

people. 
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4. Agreement on the procedure. 

5. Outlining the conflict. 

6. Analyzing all possible resolutions (no idea must be criticized). 

7. Reaching an agreement (documentary confirmation). 

8. Setting a deadline for the final resolution (must be agreed). 

9. Implementation of the resolution plan (without delay). 

10. Assessment of the taken decision (everyone must have the opportunity to 

speak publicly). 
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But there is another point of view on the issue of conflict resolution. In the last 

decade, an increasing number of researchers criticize the concept of "conflict 

resolution" and leaning to the understanding of conflict as a phenomenon that 

constantly changes (transforms), slides from one state to another. The presentation of 

the problem in this light was made by G.Zimmelem and L. Coser. However, attempts 

to conceptualize this idea have been carried out only recently. 

Raimo Vayrynen notes that those, who adhere to the concept of "conflict 

resolution", are sure that all conflicts must be resolved. In the terms of a so-called 

transformational approach, there are many examples of conflicts (including social), 

which have transformed rather than have been resolved. 

A part of the transformational approach is an attempt to monitor the dynamic 

aspects of the characteristics of interacting between the conflicting parties and with 

the environment in general. Conflicts are not changeless and almost all conflicts are 

perpetually in the state of change. The challenge is to understand the ways of their 

transformation into something socially useful and constructive. 

The attempts to resolve the conflict contribute to changes in their dynamics, 

whether successful or unsuccessful was the resolution [5]. 

Peter Uollenstin indicates that the approach "conflict resolution" means active 

finding areas of common interests, reasons for the rapprochement of the conflicting 

parties, whereas the transformation approach focuses on the changes in the relations 

between the parties. The changes in the relations take place in the process of conflict 

resolution, but it may also occur in the case when one party is the outright winner. 

Both cases are relevant to the issue of conflict transformation [6, p. 129]. 

The study of  conflicts in the terms of the transformational approach, which 

rejects the core  ideas of the concept "conflict resolution", focuses on understanding 

the need to recognize the fact that only a deep, ‖hardly-to-treat‖ conflicts can be 

really  resolved. 

The supporters of the transformational approach are many reputable experts in 

the field of conflict interaction. For example, Johan Galtung flatly asserts that "... 

conflict is not resolved fully ... What is left after a conflict has disappeared from the 
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agenda, is a kind of a conflict energy, born and reproduced by the conflict itself. 

Furthermore, this energy is not dissipated ... it joins one or more conflicts, perhaps 

even to the old one... " [7, p. 53]. 

We think the concept of transformational conflict allows us to understand the 

mechanism of circulating indignation in the organizational system. In the 

organization of all the subsystems (organizational elements) are in fairly close 

relationship (Fig. 7) [8]. Therefore, the conflict situation that arises in one subsystem 

( A), no doubt, can cause a indignation in an allied subsystem (B). 

 

Fig. 7 – The mechanism of the endogenous spiral of a transformational 

conflict in the organization 
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occur. We think that the mechanism of transposition is as follows. The identifying 
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However, the energy of the "eliminated" conflict creates impulse in the allied 

subsystem. In this case, there is an unavoidable conflict transformation taking into 

account the features of the system. 

It should also keep in mind that the contradiction of parties is a long-term 

process that requires extra effort from the part of the so-called "integrators" to 

decrease the possible implications of the confrontation. At the same time, arising a 

transformed conflict in the allied subsystem leads to the aggravation of the conflict 

and destructive implications (10). Moreover, the destructive changes will inevitably 

affect the subsystem that produced the conflict impulse, and  the unresolved, 

(suppressed) contradictions, coming into resonance with the additional impulse may 

lead to more serious implications at the next level, affecting the of both organization 

subsystems (11). 

In this case only conflict management, aimed at "resolution" is not enough. A 

certain systemic transformation is required to settle problems caused by the nature of 

the conflict, not just to eliminate contradictions. It is the transformation of the 

organizational subsystem that makes it possible to prevent the conflict escalation and 

to mitigate destructive implications. However, we should note that it is impossible to 

avoid conflicts at all, as always there are possible exogenous effects on the 

organizational system. 

In any case, the transformational approach allows us to build an effective system 

for resolving internal organizational conflicts and to use the preventive strategy of 

conflict management at the level of the organization. 

Bush and Folger believe that "conflict resolution" has been a term associated 

with a controlled search for an agreement that satisfies not only conflicting parties, 

but also a third party and hidden interests that they represent. They relate this to the 

agreement of the type "win - win". The commitment to social changes and reforms, 

that is the mediation as a social movement, was refused in favor of the search 

separated processes and agreements that provide superficial solutions of individual 

problems. Consequently, there is a need in the transformation, rather than the 

"resolution" implies a superficial satisfaction of the conflicting parties. 
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For comparing two approaches K.Mitchell uses the argument that the conflict 

transformation is perhaps more extensive process than the conflict resolution was 

ever, and thinks that it is necessary to study the differences between these two 

approaches. Naturally, we need to have a clear idea of what is the transformation of 

conflicts, what assumptions this process works on, what results may be achieved in 

the cases of protracted conflicts and what are the best ways to achieve these results. 

This task, according to Mitchell, is complicated by the fact that the authors who write 

about the transformation and advocate the use of transformation procedures, have 

very different ideas about what is the "transformation", when and by whom it can be 

done [9]. 

One of the fundamental principles, with which most theorists and practitioners 

agree, is that the transformation has to deal with destructive protracted conflicts, 

which can not cease by resolving contradictions, achieving a compromise or even a 

joint solution of the conflict issues. 

It would be correct, according to Mitchell, to separate "new" conflicts from 

"old" ones. Unresolved conflicts and recently appeared ones are quite different. The 

distinction may be important because in the case of the second kind of conflicts 

"modus vivendi" is a temporary period necessary to find a durable solution. In the 

case with the unresolved conflict, the successful resolution of one set of problems 

makes it necessary to study measures aimed at preventing conflicts, in order to 

minimize the residual manifestations of confrontation that threatens more serious 

conflicts in the future. 

We can conclude that the solution of the complex of problems in the relations 

between the parties is useless, since in this case the conflicting parties go on to exist 

under the conditions of mutual antagonism, unacceptable interdependence in a closed 

organizational system, which inevitably generates new conflicts. The transformation 

of the conflict means much more than just finding a solution for one set of conflicting 

interests. 

If the term "resolution" means finding of solutions of a problem, the term 

"transformation" means appearing a major change in an aspect of the conflict or 
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social system, in which the conflict arose. This is the key difference of the conflict 

transformation concept. 

The transformation of the conflict can denote the final state, when the conflict 

can be considered as "transformed", and the complex processes in the course of 

which the desired state is reached. Therefore, the kernel of the transformation of the 

social system means major quality changes. 

We are sure that in practice the best method for resolving social conflicts at all 

levels is a social partnership. 

Findings 

The current stage of the development of industrial enterprises associated with a 

new look at the labor force as one of the most important factors of this development. 

This approach is based on increasing the value of the human factor under the 

conditions of the technological stage of the science and technology development, 

when there is a direct correlation between production results and the quality of 

working life of employees. From our point of view, an important element of the 

labour relations, which has a direct impact on the quality of working life, is the level 

of proneness to conflict in the workplace. 

The comparative analysis of the data obtained at the industrial enterprise under 

study, allowed us to assess the level of proneness to conflict in the labour collectives, 

the dynamics of proneness to conflict at different levels of the hierarchy of the 

organizational management. In the course of the study, we found that under the 

influence of both endogenous and exogenous factors, there was a constant decrease of 

the level of proneness to conflict and conflict areas, and conflict mitigation. However, 

the steady positive changes are largely the results of economic recovery and 

stabilization. If we want these positive changes to be systemic, we must use modern 

systems of managing socio-technical organizations. The main approach must 

integrate different types of management activity and the main element of this system 

must be a person. The management of enterprises should pay attention to both the 

organizational and economic efficiency of production and the needs of workers. The 

management should involve the workers in making decisions that directly affect their 
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performance. All the mentioned increase the responsibility of the employees and 

awareness of the social significance of their work; allow considering the labor 

process in terms of its content and humanization that means the worker is satisfied 

with his work; reduce the level of proneness to conflict and transform them a fruitful 

cooperation. The achievement of these targets is possible by means of social 

management, which maintains the integrity the organization, and its quality 

specificity, and helps the organization reproduction and development. The main 

purpose of this management activity is improving the quality of working life. Thus, 

the relationships in the large organizations of a socio-technical type must be under a 

constant control of managers to make the management structure conflict-free and 

achieve high economic efficiency. 
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Introduction 

Discussing the linguistic personality of different nationalities, scientists always 

come to the question of the national specifics of language. As we know, linguistic 

awareness of the ethnos forms relying on the history and it corresponds a complex 

formation, which ―reflects both the peculiarities of speakers’ individual view of the 

world and the specifics of the national mentality, which are consolidated in the 

cultural and ethnical linguistic stereotypes‖ [14: 56]. Undoubtedly, any linguistic 

term enriches the linguistic science; it allows comprehending the national language 

deeper, thus allowing deeper understanding of the national culture, the integral part of 

which is the language. And the term ―concept‖ is not an exception in this sense. 

―Concept is one of the most popular and one of the most ambiguously defined terms 

of the modern linguistics‖ [5]. Agreeing with this statement, we will examine 

different points of view on the term ―concept‖ which exist in the modern linguistic 

literature. The necessity of the terminological specialization of the lexeme ―concept‖ 

appeared because of the needs for ethnocultural authorization of the semantic units, 

for its correlation with the linguistic personality. 
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For the first time in the science of our country the term ―concept‖ was used by 

S.A. Askoldov-Alexeyev in 1928. The scientist defined concept as a mental 

formation which substitutes indefinite number of subjects, actions, mental functions 

of one and the same origin in the process of thinking (concepts ―plant‖, ―justice‖, 

mathematic concepts‖). ―The question of the nature of the general terms or concepts 

(according to the medieval terminology they are called universals) is an old question 

which is on the waiting list but it is not almost touched upon its central point. The 

general notion as the content of the consciousness act is still rather enigmatic 

magnitude… and the nature of the concepts is still rather enigmatic‖ [1]. These words 

were said more than eighty years ago but they are still urgent. 

In the modern linguistics the great importance is given to the examination of the 

nature of concept and during this we face the recognition of the fact of existence of a 

row of various points of view. 

The term ―concept‖ ―became a part of the conceptual apparatus of the cognitive 

science, semantics, lingvoculturology. The period of the term consolidation in science 

is connected with certain diffusiveness of boundaries, arbitrariness of its usage, its 

confusion with the terms with close meanings and/ or close language forms [9:75]. 

We find the similar interpretation in Z.D. Popova and I.A. Sternin’s works: 

―concept is a mental and unobserved category and it gives scope for its interpretation. 

The category of concept appears today in the philosophers’, logic scientists’, 

psychologists’, culture scientists’ researches and it carries a mark of all these 

unlinguistic interpretations‖ [12: 29-30]. 

 For a long time the problem of differentiation of the terms ―concept‖ and 

―notion‖ was very urgent. Concept is a phenomenon of the same order as the notion. 

According to its interior form in the Russian language the words concept and notion 

are equal: concept is a calque of the Latin conceptis “term”, i.e. literally 

―conception‖. During a long period in the scientific literature these two words were 

used as synonyms, though in the resent years the scientists differentiated them rather 

clearly. Concept and notion are terms of different sciences; the latter is mainly used 

in logic and philosophy and the former term ―concept‖ is the term of mathematical 
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logic, cultural science and the science which appeared at the junction of linguistics 

and cultural science, i.e. lingvoculturology. 

On the basis of great quantity of texts of various genres V.Z. Demyankov 

analyzed how the term ―concept‖ was used in different languages and came to the 

following conclusions: 

1. Languages vary according to the time when the term ―concept‖ took root in 

the humanities, in fiction and in everyday life. If we digress from the 

―citing‖ mentioning of the concept as a term of the medieval philosophy, in 

the Russian language this term have started to be used since 1920s and until 

the middle of 1970s it was mainly used as a synonym of the tern notion. 

2. Concept achieves the peak of its popularity in the Russian language when 

this term starts to be used in the meaning different to ―notion‖, especially in 

the humanities. The differentiating line is the following: notions is what 

people negotiate about, people construct them to ―have a common 

language‖ discussing the problems; and concepts exist of themselves, 

people reconstruct them with this or that degree of confidence. Sometimes 

the referents of the terms concept and notion coincide. 

3. In such interpretations the meaning of the term concept contains the idea of 

―rudimentary truth‖. Concept is apparently something that was ―conceived‖. 

Certain fashion to the term ―concept‖ in the scientific literature and fiction 

in the end of the 20
th
 – beginning of the 21

st
 centuries shows the interest to 

the reconstruction of those main points of person’s life which we face in 

everyday life without thinking of their ―true‖ (a priori) meaning. It turned 

out that it’s not always possible to ―negotiate‖ about events: sometimes it is 

more productive to reconstruct habitual meanings or concepts and basing on 

the formed conception, i.e. on the old concepts to form new notions. New 

things in ethics are reconstructions of the old ones. We encounter the 

correctness of this situation in the social and scientific life [8]. 

In our opinion, the most important thing in these conclusions is the statement of 

the preservation of the seme ―rudimentary‖, the idea of some ―initial origin‖, on the 
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basis of which the additional and acquired in the frames of this or that scientific 

movement meanings.  

In the contemporary researches the analysis of the term ―concept‖ is carried on 

in two directions: 

1. According to the gnosiology of the concept (from the point of view of 

the concept origin and its ―location‖ and also its correlation with 

reality and forms of its display). 

2. According to the typology of the concepts (from the point of view of 

a certain science (discipline) with the account of its conceptual 

apparatus and its need for this term) [13: 17]. 

Concerning the first direction, all the points of view on the definition of the term 

―concept‖ in the scientific literature can be combined to the following: 

 concept is the content of the notion which accretes the volume gradually 

developing and updating different semantic features in the speech 

(narrow understanding); 

 concept ―expresses‖ connotations of the ―national colour‖, functions of 

the language as a means of thinking and communicating (wide 

understanding) 

Typology of concepts as mental formations may be carried on the basis of their 

standardization (individual, group and national). On the basis of content they can be 

divided into conceptions, schemes, notions, frames etc. On the basis of language 

expression concepts may be represented by lexemes, phrase combinations, free words 

combinations, syntactic constructions and even by texts and sets of texts (Z.D. 

Popova). ―Concept is examined as a nexus between thinking and language; as a unit 

of consciousness and an information structure which reflects the human experience‖ 

(E.C. Kubryakova); as an intensional function from the possible world to its objects‖ 

(R.I. Pavilyonis); as a basic perceptive-cognitive-affective formation of dynamic 

character which functions spontaneously in cognitive and communicative activity of 

an individual and which subordinates to regularity of  mental life of a person‖ (A.A. 

Zalevskaya); as a ―complex mental unit which turns different sides during the process 
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of mental activity updating… its equal features and layers‖ (I.A. Sernin); ―a unit of 

language thought‖ (T.A. Fesenko); any discrete unit  of collective mind, which relects 

the object of the real or ideal world and is kept in the national memory of the 

language speakers as a cognized verbal denoted substratum‖ (A.P. Babushkin); 

―knowledge about the object from the ―Reality‖ world and converted into the 

knowledge of the ―Ideal‖ world‖ (A. Vezhbitskaya), etc. [13: 18-19]. 

Concept is a mental unit, element of mind. Human mind is a mediator between 

the real world and language. Cultural information comes to mind, filters there, 

overworks, systematizes: ―Concepts form ―some kind of cultural layer which 

mediates between the person and the world‖ [Arutyunova 1993: 3]; concept is 

―something like a clot of culture in a human mind; … something by means of which a 

person… himself enters the culture…‖; concepts exist in human mind (in the mental 

world) in the forms of ―bundles‖ of notions, knowledge, associations, emotional 

experience; concepts are both conceived and are also experienced‖ [15: 40, 42]. 

Let’s consider Y. S. Stepanov’s point of view to the term ―concept‖. In his 

opinion ―culture is a range of concepts and relations between them‖ [15: 38]. A 

scientist creates an original ―culture image‖, representing it as some kind of space 

which is neither empty nor indifferent but vibrating and having temperature (cool, 

warm or scorching) which we can feel… the space where there are ideas, images 

which couple in rows, in volumes… where there are sounds harmonic or not in 

keeping with our soul, … where there are thousands of essences which touch us from 

different sides like thin silk ribbons or branches of trees…‖ [Ibid, p. 39]. In this space 

any idea, any image find response in the ideas, images, thoughts which appeared 

earlier and which echoes to ours by soft but harmonic consonance. 

The scientist states that ―the structure of concept consists of everything that 

makes it a fact of culture, i.e. the initial form (etymology); history concise to its basic 

features of content; modern associations; assessments etc.‖ [15: 45]. Concepts often 

correlate with naïve picture of the world opposed to the scientific picture of the 

world: in this case we speak about ―notions of applied philosophy‖, such as ―truth‖, 

―fate‖, ―kindness‖ etc. Everyday philosophy is the result of cooperation of national 
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tradition and folklore, religion and ideology. The range of concepts forms the 

conceptosphere of the nation and accordingly of the language what refers to the 

language picture of the world. 

The term ―conceptosphere‖ was introduced to the scientific use by D.S. 

Likhachyov basing on the type of B.Y.Vernadskiy’s terms: noosphere, biosphere etc. 

Conceptosphere is a pure mental sphere, which consists of concepts, which in their 

turn exit in the form of mental pictures, schemes, notions, frames, scripts, gestalts 

(more or less complicated complex images of the outer space), abstract essences 

which generalize various features of the outer space. Conceptosphere also owns 

cognitive classifiers which favour definite and though flexible structure of the 

conceptosphere [12: 61-62]. 

According to D.S. Likhachyov ―the richer the culture of the nation, the richer 

conceptosphere of the national language… there are a lot of separate variants of 

conceptosphere of the national language, they are grouped differently and they reveal 

themselves differently. Every concept may be decoded in different ways depending 

on the momentary context and cultural experience, cultural individuality of the 

concept-bearer… the term conceptosphere is really important because it helps to 

understand why the language is not just a means of communication but also a 

concentrate  of culture, i.e. the culture of the nation and its implementation in 

different levels of the population including a separate person‖ [11: 5,9]. 

Concerning the concept as a fact of culture, Y.S. Stepanova singles out three 

components or three ―layers‖ of concept: 

1) the basic, urgent feature; 

2) one or several additional, ―passive‖ features which are no 

longer urgent, ―historical‖; 

3) internal form which is usually unconscious and imprinted in 

the outer, word form [15: 46-54 ]. 

Concepts exist differently in different layers and in these layers they ar 

differently real for people of the given culture. Besides, concepts are realized 

differently in different cultures, that is why it is competent to consider, for example, 
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the display of the concepts ―family‖, ―marriage‖, ―wife‖ in the Russian culture, Tartar 

and English cultures etc. 

In the basic feature, ―active‖ layer the concept urgently exists for everyone who 

uses the given language (the language of the given culture) as a means of their mutual 

understanding and communication. 

In the additional, ―passive‖ features of content the concept is urgent only for 

some social groups. 

Internal form, or etymological feature, is revealed mostly to researchers and by 

researchers. For those people who use this language this layer of the concept content 

exists mediately as a basis on which other layers of meanings appeared and are kept. 

The definitions of the concept as an element of consciousness are present at the 

researches of other scientists: concept is an instrument of a scientific research, ―a unit 

called to connect together scientific investigations in the sphere of culture, 

consciousness and language, as it belongs to consciousness, is determined by the 

culture and objectified in the language‖, at the same time ―the concept itself doesn’t 

relate directly to either the language or cultural spheres‖ [12: 39]; concept is 

―everything we know about an object to all extension of this meaning‖ [Teliya 1996: 

97]; concept is an ―algebraic‖ expression of meaning which the informants use in oral 

and written speech [11: 4]. 

Comparing the concepts peculiar to different national cultures the researcher 

faces the asymmetrical representation of units. The extreme degree of the 

asymmetrical representation of units is a lacunarity, i.e. an absence of definite 

features and units in one system in comparison with the other one, figuratively 

speaking, these are so called ―unfilled gaps‖ in some matrix which can relatively be 

divided to the following varieties: 1) absent in the comparing cultures of the objects 

comprehension, illogisms, which were not caused by the needs of people but may be 

invented or created [5]: ―stoun-eater‖, ―heffalump‖ etc.; 2) absent in one of the 

cultures of actuals comprehension peculiar to the other culture (object, 

anthroponomical, historical and cultural): ―kokoshnik‖, shilling‖, Komsomol 

meeting‖; 3) irrelevant for one of the cultures qualities which have a certain name in 
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the culture to which it is urgent: fair play means playing by the rules in the English 

lingvoculture; generosity is a specific quality of the Russian national character. It 

would be incorrect to talk about lacunarity as of the object absence in the last case, as 

the lingvocultural specifics occurs here. 

Ethnospecific quality is the peculiar quality which is concerned as a separate 

one. I.E. Anichkov stated that everything is idiomatic in the language [2]. In this 

condition V.M. Savitskiy’s conception concerning the linguistic continuum and the 

degree of idiomaticity of his or that language unit is rather interesting to us [14].  

Thus, three types of concepts can be singled out: 1) specialized ethnocultural and 

sociocultural concepts which express the peculiarities of the respective culture; 2) 

unspecialized concepts, cultural specifics of which is expressed implicitly and 

demands cultural association searches; 3) universal concepts which don’t have 

cultural specifics. 

Concept has a complex structure. According to Y.S. Stepanov ―it contains 

everything that the structure of the notion has, on the other hand, the structure of 

concept includes everything that makes it a culture fact, i.e. initial form (etymology); 

history, modern associations, assessments etc. concise to the basic features‖ [15:45]. 

In the E.S. Kubryakova’s researches concept correlates with the categories of 

prototype semantics. There are central and peripheral zones in the structure of the 

concept, these zones for accordingly the basic direct nominative meaning of the 

polysemantic lexeme (initial prototype model of concept) and its derivative 

meanings. The unity of the concept is ensured by the cognitive relatedness of the 

central and peripheral elements (10: 90). 

Let’s examine what ―concept‖ includes. S.G. Vorkachev singles out the 

following components: 

1) all the communicative-significant information, its paradigmatic, 

syntagmatic and word-forming connections, 

2) all pragmatic information of the language sign, 

3) cognitive memory of the word, i.e. the semantic characteristics of 

the language sign connected with its initial destination and with the system 
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of spiritual values of the language (i.e. cultural and ethnical component  

which reflects the linguistic picture of the world of its informants) [7: 66-

70]. 

In whole, in the wide sense, concepts include lexemes, the meanings of which 

form the content of the national language mind and also form ―naïve picture of the 

world‖ of the informants. In the narrow sense, concepts include semantic formations 

which characterize the bearers of a certain culture and also those, the list of which is 

limited and is the key for understanding the national mentality. Such metaphysical 

concepts as soul, truth, liberty, happiness, love (mental essences of high degree of 

abstractness) in different languages have different symbols, i.e. the sign which 

presupposes the use of its figurative object content for the expression of the abstract 

content. 

Along with the existing definitions of the concept, there is the following: ―It is a 

unit of collective knowledge, mind, which has a language expression and is marked 

by ethnocultural specifics‖ [7: 70]. 

Linguists suggest various typology of the concept. For example, I.A. Sternin and 

T.V. Byikova single out three varieties of concepts: ideas, gestalts and notions. By-

turn, frames and scenarios are varieties of gestalts [12: 56-58]. 

According to its content and the degree of abstractness N.N. Boldyirev singles 

out the following types of concepts: concrete and sensory image, idea, scheme, 

notion, prototype, sentential structure, frame, scenario, gestalt [4]. Examining lexical 

concepts A.P. Babushkin singles out mental pictures, scheme, hyperonyms, frames, 

scenarios, insights [3]. 

Let’s dwell on the gestalts as the examined concept ―hospitality‖ is a typical 

gestalt. 

The theory of the language gestalt was suggested by G. Lakoff and then it was 

appreciated by other scientists. Gestalts are special deep substantial units of language. 

Despite of the realization in language, gestalts compose the basis of human 

perception of reality, direct the cognitive processes, define the specifics and character 

of motoric acts etc. 
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The depth of gestalts concerning the language becomes apparent in several 

aspects. Thus, one and the same gestalt ma be realized as different meanings on the 

surface-language level and only special investigations can establish their unity. G. 

Lakoff indicated that argument and war are described in similar terms and it means 

they are conceived similarly, i.e. they are connected with one and the same gestalt. 

So, gestalts are universal notions which belong to the depths of human state of 

mind, i.e. these are substantial measures of transcendental: gestalts are situated 

directly beyond the expressed and they are connected with it organically. 

Reconstructed on the basis of real language data, gestalts become real substantial 

measures of the nearest transcendental. 

Gestalt as a type of a concept (Austrian art historian of the 19
th
 century, H. 

Erenfels’s term) corresponds an integral image anchored by a word and combined 

into dynamic and static aspects of the reflecting object or a phenomenon. Gestalts 

form a semantic content of abstract vocabulary, the meaning of which is connected 

with sensory-perceived phenomena and these phenomena is coordinated by mind into 

some kind of complex picture. Thus, the derived experimentally meaning definitions 

of the following words are gestalts: religion is a church, where there is a priest, 

monks, praying people, icons with images of Christ and the Mother of God, a Bible, 

candles; silence means people with clenched lips and expressive eyes, empty room, 

quiet; mathematics means figures, formulas, diagrams, examples in a textbook, 

notebook or at the blackboard. Typical gestalts are concepts of such lexemes as 

queue, game, money, torture, love, fate, sincerity etc. [12: 57]. 

In cognitive science such cognitive models as frames and scenarios are widely 

used. The frames theory was first stated by American scientist M. Minekim. He came 

to conclusion that the ―portions‖ of information equipped in the artificial intelligence 

systems must have more general and, at the same time, clearly organized character. 

Frames are meant to serve this purpose performing the function of hierarchically 

organized data structure which accumulates knowledge of a definite stereotype 

situation or class. 
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In the frame semantics frame is simultaneously a set of suppositions of the 

formal language arrangement for knowledge expression; a set of essences existing 

according to the researcher’s supposition in the described world (frame gives the idea 

of which sort of knowledge is essential for such description); and finally it is an 

organization of ideas which are kept in a human memory. Frame is a structure of data 

for stereotype situations conception, especially during the organization of great 

volumes of memory [10: 87]. 

The structure of frame according to M.Minskiy consists of two levels. The upper 

level includes data which are always correct in relation to the supposed situation and 

the lower level corresponds to empty units or slots which are filled by concrete data 

from this or that practical situation. Presenting some situation as a frame-structure we 

foresee what can occur in this situation or in the text which describes it.  

Frames shouldn’t be considered as arbitrarily singled out ―pieces‖ of knowledge. 

They are units organized about some concept. In opposition to a simple set of 

associations these units contain basic, typical and potentially possible information 

which is associated with this or that concept. 

According to N.N. Boldyirev concept-frame is presented in the meanings of 

words connected associatively with other words and lexical and semantic groups, for 

example: university – auditorium, lecture, students; market – dealer, rows, food; 

theatre – cloakroom, box-office, scene etc. Separate details which characterize this 

object are combined together into one complex situation, its extensional idea [4: 45]. 

Besides frames the schemes of events are differentiated: scenarios and scripts. 

Scripts differ from frames by the decisive factor of temporal dimension. Script 

consists of several acts or episodes each of which is divided into more convenient 

units and their meanings by-turn depend on the cultural and social factors [3: 26]. 

Script is one of the types of mind structures, which carries out some special task 

in the processing of the natural language: habitual situations are described by script as 

stereotype change of events. The majority of scripts are mastered in childhood in the 

result of direct experience or empathy during the observation of other people. 
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Script-similar ideas are formed as the need arises on the basis of general 

structures of higher level according certain rules concerning a concrete situation 

which was taken at three levels of memory: at the levels of events, situations and 

intentions. The basic units of memory are the scenes, i.e. the script bricks. Scripts are 

formed when first of all the information about one event is reported and then the 

other narration is superimposed on that story, it intensifies the spheres of agreement 

and states the contradiction. 

Script is perceived as a set of expectations of what should happen next in the 

perceived situation. The minimum of script includes characters and the plot. The 

plots of scripts may be either narrative, i.e. giving the development of the story line, 

or location, i.e. describing the reorganization in time and space, or logical, i.e. 

indicating the thinking line; or procedure, exhorting etc. [10:173]. 

One script is connected to stereotyped series of other scripts with common 

participants, i.e. characters. Script allows understanding both the describable or real 

situation and detailed behavior plan prescribed in this situation. 

So, we understand frame as an extensional, multicomponent concept, a package 

of ―information‖, i.e. knowledge of thematically united, stereotype, static situation 

which includes slots related with one another by certain semantic relations. We 

understand script as a conceptual structure for dynamic notion of the knowledge 

about a stereotype situation or a stereotype behavior the elements of which are the 

steps of an algorithm or an instruction. 

Let’s dwell on the ways of verbal realization of concepts in the language picture 

of the world. O.G. Pocheptsov indicates two types of language mentality notion: 

lexical and grammatical. According to the author, the mentality of lexical type is 

reflected in the lexical and semantic code of the language and local, temporal and 

other focuses of the world notion are fastened in the grammatical system. 

According to N.D. Arutyunova, conceptual analysis lies in the fact of concept 

modelling and linkage with other concepts what presupposes both the description of 

the meanings of every separate word and mainly the definition of specifics of the 

―whole conceptual field and logical relations between the included elements‖. N.D. 
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Arutyunova specifies that in this conditions it is necessary to keep in mind that 

understanding ―is provided by knowledge of the meanings of words and sentences 

(semantic competence)‖, … and the interpretation is provided by ―the meanings of 

the mechanisms of the language use (pragmatic competence)‖, but still ―right 

understanding doesn’t exclude wrong interpretation‖. Comparing semantic and 

conceptual analysis, E.S. Kubryakova mentions that if the semantic analysis is 

directed to the explication of the semantic structure of the word, to the specification 

of the implementing denotative, significative and connotative meanings and it leads 

to the explanation of the word then the conceptual analysis presupposes ―the search 

of common concepts which are suggested to one sign and predetermines the being of 

the language as of a cognitive structure‖ what provides the knowledge of the world. 

Based upon the definition of concept, E.S. Kubryakova states that it is possible to 

build a ―conceptual map‖ of a word, which corresponds to the reflection of more 

generally used contexts of the word, to the statement of all directions of the word 

semantics transformation and finally to ―the recommendation for more complete 

lexicographical idea of the word meaning etc.‖ [10: 97]. Y.S. Stepanov examines 

―method‖ as a definition of content and the ―reality of concepts‖. We speak about the 

method of revelation of the ―literal meaning‖ (internal form). At the next stage the 

revelation of ―passive‖, ―historical‖ concept layer is foreseen. Finally, the last stage 

aims at the definition of the ―urgent, newest layer of concept‖. Thus, the definition of 

every concept is formed from historically different layer (different on the basis of 

formation time, origin and semantics), that is why concept always gets genetic 

definition‖ [15: 55]. 

Lexeme has semantics and concept has content. Semantics of lexemes is divided 

into semantic components; content of concept is divided into conceptual features. The 

analysis ―from the semantics of a word to the content of a concept‖ allows singling 

out the conceptual features forming the content of a concept through the analysis of 

different types of semes which update in different usages of the word.  

Conceptual (concept) analysis is outwardly equal to the semantic analysis, but 

the aim of semantic analysis is to describe a word and the aim of conceptual analysis 
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is to refer to the knowledge about the world. From this point of view, it is possible to 

consider any linguistic analysis as a conceptual one, if its conclusions are directed to 

linkage of the examined phenomenon and the notions of the world around, if it 

discloses the peculiarities of world-view of the informants through a word. 

Cognitive approach in the lingvocultural science uses the ability of cognition to 

start up mechanisms of meaning-formation and to add culturally marked value to the 

forming meaning. According N. Kravchenko, statements as situation conditioned 

formations operate rather with verbal meanings which concentrate in itself all range 

of knowledge than with the meanings, and the understanding is achieved by adequate 

usage of language units and speech structures which form necessary meanings. In the 

semantic content of a concept the cultural-ethnical component is the most significant 

one; it reflects ―the language picture of the world‖ of its informants and defines the 

specifics of the semantics of lexical units. 

 Concept may be verbalized by separate words and word combinations, 

phraseological units, sentences and texts. For expression of a concrete concept which 

is connected with stable sensory image the meaning of a separate word which stirs up 

the given image is enough. But in the complication of the expressed meanings whole 

word combinations and sentences are used. Often one and the same concept may be 

expressed by different language means. Some concepts are expressed with the help of 

the whole text or a row of works of one or several authors, as they demand 

comprehension of a great quantity of situations which reflect the interconnected 

aspects of such concepts. 

Verbalization is provided mainly at the lexical and phraseological levels. The 

lexical level objectifies reality phenomena by absolutely different nominative 

techniques. Lexical content of the language ―directly‖ reflects the fragments of 

extralinguistic reality and the researches of the language vocabulary arise to be 

technological. 

D. Popova and I.A. Sternin enumerate language means which can form a 

nominative field of this or that concept and provide its description in the process of 

lingvocognitive research: 
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 direct nominations of a concept (the key word-representant of a 

concept, which is chosen by the researcher as the name of the concept 

and the name of the nominative field and its system synonyms); 

 derivative nominations of a concept (figurative); 

 related words, units of different parts of speech, which are word-

formatively connected with the basic lexical means of verbalization of 

the concept; 

 similars (A.A. Zalevskaya’s term ―similar‖ means experimentally 

revealed lexemes close on the basis of semantics in the language mind of 

the subjects, though they are not synonyms in the traditional sense, ex. A 

paper and a magazine); 

 contextual synonyms; 

 occasional individual and author’s nominations; 

 stable combination of words, synonymic to the key word; 

 phraseological combinations which include the name of the 

concept; 

 paremies (proverbs, sayings and aphorisms): it is necessary to 

remember that paremies don’t always reflect the meaning which is 

urgent for the contemporary state of mind and how the purposes 

expressed by paremies are divided by the modern mind of the informants 

and need control; 

 metaphoric nominations (ex., to the concept heart – heart is 

crying, is happy, is breaking etc.); 

 stable comparisons with the key word; 

 free word combinations which nominate these or those features 

which characterize the concept etc. [12: 69-71]. 

Concepts have the following structure: etymological layer and urgent layer (y.S. 

Stepanov); the nucleus and periphery (Z.D. Popova and others). 
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The following refers to the organizational and structural types: mental picture, 

concept-scheme, concept-frame, concept-insight, concept-scenario, kaleidoscopic 

(A.P. Babushkin, Z.D. Popova and others); concept-minimum and concept-maximum 

(A. Vezhbitskaya); micro- and macroconcept; superconcept; individual, microgroup, 

macrogroup, national, civil, universal (G.G. Slyishkin, V.I. Karasik); ethnocultural 

and sociocultural (G.G. Slyishkin); names, uniques and universals; archetype and 

invariant (S.T.Vorkachev). 

The following refers to the substantial types of a concept: 

 cultural concept (S.T.Vorkachev, V.I. Karasik, T.V. 

Matveyeva); 

 lingvocultural concept (V.I. Karasik, N.V. Rappoport); 

 cognitive concept (E.S. Kubryakova, Z.D. Popova, 

S.T.Vorkachev); 

 emotional concept (A. Vezhbitskaya); 

 scientific concept (T.V. Matveyeva) [13: 19-22]. 

On the basis of the presented classification of the substantial and structural 

elements it is easy to draw a conclusion that the understanding of the concept by 

different authors of the latest decade doesn’t come to any unity. 

The second classification which occurs in the contemporary works is the 

classification of the term ―concept‖ from the point of view of its relation to this or 

that science (discipline). Such classification is presented in a row of researches and it 

was fully performed by V.I. Karasik. 

If we don’t take into account those works where ―concept‖ and ―notion‖ are 

identified, all the approaches to the understanding of the concept which exist in 

linguistics come to lingvocognitive and lingvocultural comprehension of these 

phenomena (Vorkachev 2002). Concept as a lingvocognitive phenomenon is a unit of 

―mental or psychic resources of our mind and of the informational structure which 

reflect the knowledge and experience of a person; operative substantial unit of 

memory, mental lexicon, conceptual system and the brain language (lingua mentalis), 

of the whole picture of the world reflected in the human state of mind‖ [10: 90]. A 
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part of concepts has a language ―linkage‖, others are presented in a state of mind by 

special mental representations, i.e. images, pictures, schemes etc. (Ibid, p. 92).  

In cognitive linguistics great attention is paid to the term ―national concept‖: 

―National concept is the most common, the most abstracted but concretely 

represented to the (language) mind, the idea of ―an object‖ undergone the cognitive 

processing in the aggregate of all valence links which were marked with national and 

cultural label‖ [9: 268]. Lingvocultural approach to understanding of the concept 

(cultural concept) presupposes that the concept is admitted as a basic unit of culture, 

its concentrate. Concept as a lingvocultural unit summoned to ―connect together 

scientific researches in the spheres of culture, mind and language, as it belongs to 

mind, is determined by the culture and is objectified in the language; its formation is 

―the process of the results reduction of the experimental cognition of the reality to the 

limit of the human memory and the correlation with the earlier learned cultural and 

value dominants‖ (Slyishkin). Lingvocultural concepts are ―some kind of verbalized 

meanings which reflect lingvomentality of a certain ethnos‖. ―Lingvocultural concept 

as ―a clot‖ of ethnoculturally marked meaning always has a name which as a rule 

coincides with the dominant of a definite synonymic row or with the nucleus of a 

definite lexical and semantic field‖ [7: 20]. 

The basic thing for any research is the characteristic of the theory of nominative 

(Latin "nominare" means ―give name‖) concept field which was presented in Z.D. 

Popova and I.A. Sternin’s works. Concept as a mental unit may be disclosed through 

the analysis of means of its language objectification. The researches define the 

nominative field of the concept as a range of language means, which objectify 

(verbalize, represent) the concept in a definite period of the society development. An 

important characteristic of a concept is its nominative density (V.I. Karasik’s term). 

Nominative density means the degree of detail of the language representation of a 

definite conceptual space, ―detailed elaboration of the designated fragment of reality, 

multiple variational designation and complex semantic shades of the designated‖ [9: 

111]. Depending on the quantity of cognitive nominations the nominative field of the 

concept may have high or low nominative density. High nominative density of the 
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concept indicates the urgency of comprehension of this or that sphere of reality for a 

definite community, its extreme importance for the practical activity of the 

population; the antiquity of the concept and its value in connection with this; the 

communicative relevance of the concept, i.e. the necessity to discuss it, share the 

given conceptual information in a definite society. 

Z.D. Popova and I.A. Sternin single out three types of nominative fields 

depending on the type of the concept: 

 More communicatively relevant concepts have a wide, simply revealed 

nominative field (a lot of system means of designation of the concept and its 

features are revealed). 

 Communicatively less relevant for a wide range of people concepts 

which usually reflect strictly specialized, concrete intellect essences, which are 

known for a narrow range of people (the little finger, the lobe of the ear), have a 

limited nominative field (it includes synonymic rows). 

 Partially relevant concepts, for the description of which a row of 

occasional units and situational nominations are used (newlyweds – experienced 

spouses), are void of the system detectable nominative field, they may have only 

subjective, occasional nominations, descriptions of separate features of the 

concept, individual and author’s, indirect nominations, but without the name of 

the whole concept [12: 67-68]. 

The nominative field of the concept is heterogeneous in its structure, as it 

contains both direct nominations of the concept itself (the nucleus of the nominative 

field) and the nominations of separate cognitive features of the concept which reveal 

the content of the concept and the relation to it in different communicative situations 

(periphery of the nominative field). Both systematic and occasional, individual and 

author’s nominative means are revealed in the process of the lingvocognitive 

analysis, as all of them form the nominative field of the concept and they all give the 

material for cognitive interpretation and construction of the concept model. 

During the creation of the nominative field of the concept, the researcher may 

take two paths. These are: 
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1. Construction of the nucleus of the concept nominative field by the revelation 

of the direct nominations of the concept only, i.e. the key word and its synonyms 

(both systematic and occasional, individual and author’s ones). Ex., the nucleus of the 

nominative field of the concept ―woman‖ will be made up of such units as a woman, 

a female person, a lady, a dame, a chick, an old bag, the soft sex, devil’s daughter 

etc. 

2. Despite of the revelation of the direct nominations, the identification of 

everything available to the researcher of the nominative field of the concept, 

including the nominations of the varieties of the concept denotate (hyponyms), - a 

wife, a hostess, a mother, an old woman, a shrew, a girl, a doll, a frump, a lady, 

business lady, old hag etc. N.N. Rukhlenko supplements the concept ―woman‖ with 

the following hyponyms: a friend, a specialist, a needlewoman, an adviser, a nanny, 

a mystery, a whore, a brawler, a rival in love (see the works of N.N. Rukhlenko). 

N.N. Rukhlenko refers the following to the hyponyms of the concept ―man‖: a 

host, jack of all trades, a defender, an example, a specialist, a child, a drunkard, a 

despot, a womanizer (Ibis, p. 157). The concept field also includes  the names of 

different separate features of the concept which are revealed in different situations of 

its discussion in respect to the concept ―woman‖, i.e. affectionate, tender, capricious, 

gives birth to children, gossips, washes, cleans, is jealous, scolds the husband, cares 

about the family, likes to spend money, watches her husband, mends clothes etc. The 

most frequently nominated hyponyms usually turn out to be the most typical 

representatives of the concept in the communication, the most frequently nominated 

features turn out to be the most striking features of the concept which are being 

discussed in the communication. Both of them allow widening our notions of the 

structure of the researched concept. Paremies, aphorisms, phraseologisms about a 

woman may be added to the description. This would be a widened description of the 

nominative field, the construction of the full nominative field of the concept. 

Depending on the tasks and opportunities, the researcher may take the first or 

the second path; it is necessary to mention that the second path is more labor-

intensive but it gives deeper and more reliable results. 
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Comparing the nominative fields of one and the same concept in different 

languages it is necessary to take into account the peculiarities of the people’s 

comprehension of this concept in the relevant cultures. Linguistic observations of the 

concepts indicate that after having lost touch with the meanings of concrete units of 

the initial language and ―working‖ at the meanings level, human mind is able to 

analyze the concepts which form the conceptual structure and operate with them. 

Conclusions 

Lingvocognitive and lingvocultural approaches to the understanding of the 

concept are not incompatible: concept as a mental formation in the human mind is the 

entrance to the conceptosphere of the society, i.e. finally, to the culture, and the 

concept as a unit of culture is a fixation of the collective experience, which becomes 

the property of the individual. In other words, these approaches differ by the vectors 

in relation to the individual: lingvocognitive concept is the direction from the 

individual mind to the culture and lingvocultural concept is the direction from the 

culture to the individual mind. This difference is comparable to the generative and 

interpretative models of communication, ―at the same time, we understand that the 

differentiation of the motion outside and the motion inside is the researchers’ hook 

and in reality the motion is an integral and multidimentional process‖ [9: 117]. 

Following B.I. Karasik we will mention that the cultural component in the 

language mind is the multidimentional set of meanings which are expressed by 

lexical, phraseological, paremyological units, precedent-related texts, etiquette 

formula and also by speech-behavioral tactics which reflect the repetitive fragments 

of social life [9:  142]. That’s why there appears the need to add the linguistic 

research of cultural concepts with the data of other sciences, like history, cultural 

science, ethnography, psychology, ethics, social science. 

Having summarized the researchers’ points of view to the understanding of the 

concept, we can make the conclusion that in the frames of lingvocultural approach 

concept is a multidimentional mental formation which includes the value, conceptual 

and figurative elements. The difference of the cultural aspect from the others which 

are applied in the modern science of conditional mental units is that the primacy of 
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the value relation to the imaging object is typical for the concept (though it is 

multidimentional). Concept formation is the process of generalization of the results of 

the experimental cognition of reality to the limits of the human memory and their 

correlation with the earlier learned value dominants which are expressed in religion, 

ideology, art etc. Concept functioning is the process of choice and use of concrete 

language means which according to the message sender’s opinion are able to make 

this concept in the addressee’s mind more active. Thus, concept exists in mind; it is 

determined by the culture and is objectified in the language. 
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